EPC proposes new curriculum outline

The members of the Educational Policy Committee met with the student body last week to propose a “deciding framework” of possible revisions to the College Curriculum. During the meeting, EPC members Margaret Sesto ’19 and Dean of Curriculum and Academic Engagement Henry Kreuzman introduced and took questions on the framework, which was scheduled to be presented for faculty review on May 1. Kreuzman outlined the members of the EPC’s “abundant amount of work” in drafting the framework and taking special note of how long it had been since the Wooster curriculum was last updated in 2000. He compared the necessity of updating the curriculum to the growth of technology.

The heart of the new proposal is its outline for a new liberal arts curriculum, which consists of six courses in “Liberal Arts” (at least five of these courses on “Inquiry and Communication,” four courses in “Global Engagement,” one course in “ Justice and Civic/ Social Responsibility,” and one course in Liberal Arts Literacies requirements). The courses are tailored in familiar-looking terms (one course in each quantitative or liberal arts core, and other courses in “Global Engagement,” “Arts Literacies,” “Global Literacies,” “Arts Literacies,” “Humanistic Understanding,” “Humanistic Understanding,” “The Art of Knowing”), all expressed in terms of “the arts.”

Kreuzman emphasized that honorary degree recipients were not in the course of any activity or students’ lives, and emphasized the importance of the College of Wooster’s Core Requirements.

Former President Grant Cornwell is scheduled to speak and receive an honorary degree at Wooster, Ohio College of Wooster (Photo courtesy of Mariah Joyce). Above, former President Grant Cornwell pictured during his tenure at the College of Wooster. (Photo courtesy of Mariah Joyce).

Story of the Week
Students react to keynote Commencement speaker
Former President Grant Cornwell is scheduled to speak and receive an honorary degree

Above, two examples of the graffiti found on a campus patio read “Fuck Dean Brown” and “Comms will win” (Photos by Janel England).
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Above, the executive board of the First Generation Students Organization (Photo taken from Facebook).
This is my last chance to stand out in the college. After graduating from the College of Wooster I thought about what I would be facing in the future, how I would be spending my time, who would be my friends and how I would take care of my responsibilities. The thought of this made me feel nervous about the future.

Second, art can connect you to people you have never met. As a graphic designer I have been able to connect over art with people from different backgrounds. This has been especially true in my work as a cartoonist. I have been able to connect with people from all over the world who share a love for art. This has been a wonderful way for me to meet new people and to learn about different cultures.

In conclusion, art has the ability to heal and to connect us with others. It has the potential to change the world in positive ways. But, it is up to us to take advantage of these opportunities. Let us not waste this chance to make something beautiful and meaningful.

To all of you who are considering pursuing art as a career, I wish you all the best. Don’t be afraid to pursue your passions. Remember that art is a part of your identity and that it is something that you can use to express yourself. Don’t let anyone tell you otherwise.

Mariah Joyce, an Editor in Chief for The Voice
Don’t underestimate your education

As a transfer student, I’ve had a somewhat different experience than your average college student. I changed schools right after my freshman year. I transferred into our junior college because I was not happy with the way things were going at the other school.

I had never heard of this school before my junior year of high school, but I stumbled upon it by reading a book about college. I decided to apply because it seemed like a good fit for me. I was accepted and began my first year of college.

I am now a senior at this small, private college and it has been an amazing experience. I have grown so much here and have made some amazing friends. I am not sure if I would have had the same experience at a larger school, but I think this one is perfect for me.

I believe that every college student should take the time to explore different options before making a decision. There is no one-size-fits-all approach to finding the perfect college. It’s important to do your research and find a school that fits your needs and aspirations.

---

Making college memories

I have never been a present-thinking individual. The future, to me, is an abstract concept that I try not to dwell on. However, when I think about the last few years of my life, I realize that I have created some amazing memories.

I have traveled to different countries, met interesting people, and learned so much about the world. I have also had the opportunity to volunteer for various causes and make a difference in the lives of others.

I believe that these experiences have helped me to become a more well-rounded person. I have learned to be open-minded and to appreciate different cultures and ways of life. I have also learned to be more compassionate and to think critically about the world around me.

I encourage others to take advantage of opportunities to travel and learn. It is important to step out of our comfort zones and to explore the world. You never know what you will discover.

---

Evaluating Wooster security’s mission

My perspective on Wooster security has been generally positive. I believe that they are a valuable asset to the community and that they provide a safe and secure environment for students.

I have never had a negative experience with security officers. They are helpful and professional, and they always seem to be on duty.

I believe that security officers play an important role in maintaining a safe and secure campus. They are trained to respond to a variety of situations and to ensure the safety of students, faculty, and staff.

I hope that the university continues to support the security department and that they are able to continue to provide a safe and secure environment for all who visit Wooster.

---

Join the Voice (trust me)

When I decided to write a senior editorial, I wasn’t sure whether I should reflect on my four years at Wooster or offer valuable advice to underclassmen. I know that advice to undergraduates is always a topic of discussion, so I decided to focus on the latter.

I hope that these anecdotes prove the importance of having a diverse set of experiences and that they encourage students to take advantage of the opportunities that Wooster provides.

I would love to hear from you about your experiences at Wooster. Please feel free to reach out to me at shoshanarice17@wooster.edu.

---

Wooster security’s mission statement talks about preventing crime, but it also talks about providing an ethical work environment. [...] Is it ethical to hunt down students who aren’t causing themselves any harm or disturbance and force them into that punishment?

-Shoshana Rice '17
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Summer offers fun, emotional experiences for students

The end of the year is near, and that means fun and excitement! While the heat of the summer may mean that you have to get out of the house to beat the heat, there's no better place to stay than at home! There may be no ocean, no mountains, or no mountains to see, but your house is still the best summer vacation spot.

1. Go to the beach
Can't get a show just by the sea? No worries! The sand and sky are waiting for you and your friends.

2. Grab some popsicles: If the waves don't cool ya down, light on fire like it used to. Summer ever!

Section Editors have (however many)

- Go for a hike:
- The eight residents of Kieffer House volunteer on a weekly basis at Local Roots Market & Cafe in downtown Wooster, providing great help for only three full-time employees, and in turn the Wooster community (Photo by Maria Wilt).
- Supporting Aunt Claudia as she struggles but perseveres through AA: It’s been a long time for you to see Aunt Claudia on campus. She is the whole family’s in on this one! Even Aunt Claudia’s ascended children came in. Talk about a tear jerker!
- Go on a vacation: Sometimes it’s nice to just get away from it all. Let’s face it, your gang is going to be hanging out in the weather. If you can’t go to the beach, it’s nice to have a place to do things. So get out and enjoy the great outdoors!
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The Voice Staff Seniors suggest media for post-graduate life.

The Graduates

The 1967 classic The Graduate has rightly been heralded as one of the greatest films ever made. It has rightly been heralded as one of the greatest films ever made. It has often served as the person’s own mental state realization. It also realizes there are so many other factors that go to suicide, such as the person’s own mental state and home life. The entertainment value created by the writers leads to an over-simplification of a serious and difficult subject that teenagers should avoid through watching. The script to move along fast, in real life, everyone is unique, and Simon & Garfunkel’s songs only show a person with experiences specific to her, without looking for exploring the deeper thoughts, feelings, conceptions and mainstream ideas about suicide.

Prepare for post-graduate media consumption with the Voice staff.

The Voice Staff Seniors suggest media for post-graduate life.
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Overall, this was the most successful track meet in school history, said a strong senior class and [...] great spirit on and off the field.

- Michael Herman '17

Frisbee teams finish up spring play at Division III Regionals

Ashley Ferguson
Contributing Writer

Woo-Woo's men’s and women’s ultimate Frisbee teams topped off their spring play last weekend in regionals in regional competition that represented the program’s most successful year yet. Random Ulterior glossed over the recently concluded regionals and the upcoming National Collegiate Athletic Association Championships this weekend.

"Overall, this was the meet we all work for. We had a strong senior class and [...] great spirit on and off the field."

- Michael Herman '17

Ram-Jam and Betty Gone Wild both hit the road to play in the Ohio Valley Division III College Regional competition (photo courtesy Michael Herman).

Track and field teams prepare for NCAC Championships at Denison

Aleksei Pelkonen
Sports Editor

The College of Wooster Track and Field teams competed at the non-scoring Denison Big Red Invitational on Saturday, with a trip to the NCAC Championships on the horizon. Strong performers at the invitational included Rachel Hallbert '20, finishing first in the 100-meter run in 11.86 seconds and teammate Regan Sza in the 400-meter run, while teammate Kari Hinck '20 won the 400-meter hurdles in 1:07.86. Other strong performances came from Jack Petrella '20 and Elizabeth Olivia '20, who cleared six feet and nearly five feet, respectively.

Jacob Nowell '18 achieved a season-best throw in the javelin with a distance of 172.1 meters. Brian Lief '19, competing in the 1,500-meter race, placed first with a time of 15:39, competing in the long jump, each teammate including Regan Sza and Spencer Wilson '20 finished second in the discus throw and sixth in the long jump, respectively.

"As of the end of this regular season, Lief has a career average in the 1,500-meter that has averaged seven assist and seven rebounds per game. This year, Lief's passing ability has reached new heights, averaging a career-best 8.7 assists per game. The fact that Lief is still setting career-bests and breaking records is all the more impressive, since he is the fact that he has a better than 90% assist percentage from Michael Bilbrey.

"Frisbee is set to stage another field this season, this one that leaves many all-time greats in the dust. Lief was second in the league in a season that had high expectations and he was the most engaged player on the field.

"Our team is in a good spot, and we're working hard to get better. I've been looking forward to this meet, and I'm excited to see how well we perform."

- Jackie White '17 stays ahead of an OWU runner at the Denison Big Red Invitational last weekend (Photo courtesy Woosterathletics.com).

Voices

BERG’S THE WORD

LeBron is the greatest of all time

When the question is posed of who was the greatest player in a particular sport, it's one that can lead to lively debates with a variety of opinions. However, in the case of professional basketball, there's a debate that is often stifled and laid the rules of some proposed criterion that Michael Jordan was the greatest. This is the best and will always be the best. But there is one player who has set a standard of excellence that has been surpassed by few and is the reason why the NBA is the best in the world.

"I think the question is posed of who was the greatest player in the history of professional basketball, and it's one that we have to answer with care. Jordan was the greatest, and he set the standard for the game."

- Mike Breen

LeBron James, who was the greatest player in a particular sport, is one that has caused much debate and deserves much credit. However, the question of who is the greatest of all time is one that has been asked many times and will continue to be debated for years to come.

"We all have to work together to get points on the board by giving it our all," Taylor said. "This is the meet we all work for."
Softball team qualifies for postseason

The softball team earned a spot in the NCAC tournament, sweeping two comebacks that solidified their spot in the playoffs. The Scots earned this spot since 2011, and 14 NCAC is their best since the 2012 season, and this is the first time since then that they have made the conference tournament. Obviously getting behind early wasn’t our plan, but I’m really proud of how confident we stayed wasn’t our plan, but I’m really proud of how confident we stayed and how resilient we were throughout the whole thing,” Maddy Chase ’18 said. “We trusted ourselves and our teammates to make the adjustments needed and we were able to triumph over the deficit both times.”

In the first game, Chase’s RBIs in the fourth inning tied the game, and sealed the game in the seventh inning. On the mound, Chase gave up two hit in seven innings, winning her 10th game of the season. Notably in the first game, Chelsey Copley ’19 reached base in all four plate appearances, scoring a run. The righties are the Scots’ only for three runs in the fifth and not look back. Chase scored 11th run of the game; the most runs scored by a player in one season in Wooster history. Jena Kendall ’17 drove in three RBIs and dominated on the mound, winning her sixth game of the year.

Chase is Impokpi for the Scots’ postseason appearances, saying, “I am looking forward to seeing how far we can go.”

The Scots take on rival Wittenberg University at 12 pm, Saturday, Ohio in the NCAC Tournament on May 7.

Bite-Sized Sports

NFL DRAFT CONCLUDES

The 2017 NFL Draft took place last weekend, and with the Cleveland Browns selecting Texas A&M defensive end Myles Garrett with the first overall pick.

Other notable picks included LSU running back Leonard Fournette, who is headed to the first overall pick. As A&M defensive end Myles Garrett with the Cleveland Browns selecting Tex as a, his current team.

By far, Madden’s top five picks included LSU running back Leonard Fournette, who is headed to the first overall pick. As A&M defensive end Myles Garrett with the Cleveland Browns selecting Tex

RACIEST TAUNTS AT FENWAY

Baltimore Orioles outfielder Adam Jones claimed he was subjected to racist taunts during a game against the Boston Red Sox on Monday night. Jones told reporters that he heard several fans calling him racial epithets and one fan hurled peanuts at him. Red Sox president Sam Kennedy publicly apologized on behalf of the organization and said Boston would conduct a review of the matter. The Orioles won, 5-0.

The softball team earned a spot in the NCAC tournament, sweep-

Notable Numbers

Goals scored by Cristiano Ronaldo in the Champions League in his career, the most by any player. Ronaldo scored a hat-trick in Real Madrid’s 2-0 semifinal win over Atlético Madrid.

Number of playoff games that Los Angeles Clippers point guard Chris Paul has appeared in against a conference finals opponent, the most all-time.

Spurs lost to the Cavs 116-105 in their tie with the Kings (1981-2001) for the longest such streak, breaking their tie with the Kings (1981-2001) for the longest such streak.

The Raptors have lost ten straight Game One losses, breaking their tie with the Wolves (1991-2000) for the longest streak among NBA teams. The Raptors fell to the Cavs (10-11) in their tenth straight Game One loss.

To find the best place on the all-time postseason points list, last as of May, and just six days of Lakers legend Kareem Abdul-Jabbar for second-place. Chicago Bulls legend Michael Jordan is in third.

Points that the San Antonio Spurs lost to the Houston Rockets by in Game One of their second round matchup, the longest ever Spurs home loss in the postseason. The Rockets made a postseason franchise-record 14 three-pointers.

Voice Events

Voice Calendar of Events and Classified Listings

In an attempt to better spread the word of events on campus, the Voice is dedicating our back page to campus-specific events and information. Anything from sports games to theatre productions can be found in the calendar above, with additional information provided below if necessary. Campus groups can list events within the calendar for free.

If you would like your group’s events to be included, you can email Jared Berg at jberg17@wooster.edu. Separate advertisements on the back page are also free. Advertisements, announcements and inquiries printed on this page are limited to the campus community and to campus events. Events must be open to the campus at large, and are not limited to but may include lectures, performances, movie showings, special club events, etc.

Please direct comments or concerns to Mariah Joyce or Shoshana Rice, Robert Dinkins, Jr. or Iserson.

This past Tuesday night at their last layout, the 2016-17 Voice staff bid goodbye to another year. Top row, from left: Megan Zier- rer, Meg Itth, Jared Berg, Coral Cl- upak and Jared England. Middle row: Theresa Dunne, Katie Cameron, Mariah Joyce, Sally Chehammer, Mackenzie Clark and Lily Iserson.

Bottom row: Aleksik Pelkonen, Shoshana Rice, Robert Dinkins, Jr. and Jordan Griffith.

Thanks for reading; we’ll see you next year!